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Abstract 

It is well known that the minimal change prin-
ciple was widely used in propositional knowl-
edge base updates. However, recent research 
has shown that under some circumstances, the 
conventional minimal change methods were 
inappropriate for updating knowledge bases 
with disjunctive effects. In this paper we 
propose a new method for the knowledge 
base update based on a persistence principle, 
which provides conservative results for updat-
ing knowledge bases with implicit and disjunc-
tive effects. As it will be shown, our approach 
avoids the difficulty with the minimal change 
principle and can be also extended to derive 
preferred update solutions if more domain in-
formation is provided. To characterize prop-
erties of the persistence-based update method, 
we investigate the relationship between the 
minimal change update semantics and persis-
tent update semantics in detail. 

1 Introduction 

The knowledge base update has been widely studied in 
AI. It generally addresses the following question: given 
a knowledge base (i.e., a set of logical formulas as a 
description of the world), what changes may be caused 
by an occurrence of new knowledge and how to specify 
the new knowledge base when the old one has changed? 

Consider the following Scenario. Peter is a second 
year computer science student. When the semester be-
gan, he enrolled two computer science courses CS201 
and CS301. After two weeks, he decided to drop course 
CS301. However, the department rule requires that a 
second year computer science student must enroll at 
least two computer science courses with level 200 or 
300. That means, at least Peter has to enroll another 
computer science course with level 200 or 300. Suppose 
that in this semester, there are two 200 level courses 
CS201 and CS202 available, and two 300 level courses 
CS301 and CS303 available. Therefore, what Peter 
can choose is to do late enrollment in course CS202 or 
CS303. If the department maintains a knowledge base 
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of Peter's course enrollment information, then the gen-
eral question of updating such a knowledge base is how 
to specify the resulting knowledge base after something 
has changed within the old knowledge base (i.e., Pe-
ter dropped course CS301 and intends to enroll course 
CS202 or CS303). 

It is well known that the minimal change principle 
was employed in most formalizations of propositional 
knowledge base updates [7; 1; 6; 5]. In general, the 
minimal change principle says that during a state tran-
sition, the change between states should be as little as 
possible. In the above Peter's course-enrollment exam-
ple, after dropping course CS301, according to the min-
imal change principle, Peter would like to enroll one of 
CS202 or CS303, but not both. This seems reasonable 
since to satisfy the department law, Peter only needs 
to enroll one more course with level 200 or 300. In this 
case, the minimal change gives the right result. 

However, recent research has revealed that under 
some circumstances, such minimal change was inappro-
priate for representing state change with disjunctive ef-
fects. The following example illustrates the diffi.culty1 . 

Suppose a table is painted with one part white and one 
part black. Therefore, a box on the table implies that 
it may be entirely within the white .region, or within 
the black region, or touching the both regions. This 
constraint can be expressed by a logical formula like: 

Ontable(Box) :J Inwhite(Box) V Inblack(Box). (1) 

Suppose initially a box is not on the table, and after a 
while, the box is put on the table. Using the minimal 
change principle, however, the fact that the box is put 
on the table will imply that the box must be only within 
one of white or black region. Obviously, this solution 
is not reasonable from our intuition. 

In this paper we propose a new method for preposi-
tional knowledge base updates based on a persistence 
principle, which provides conservative results for up-
dating knowledge bases with implicit and disjunctive 
effects generally. As it will be shown, our approach 
avoids the difficulty with the minimal change princi-
ple. Under some specific situations, to get more plau-

1This example was suggested by Ray Reiter and dis-
cussed in [4]. A similar example was also proposed by Zhang 
and Foo in [8]. 
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sible solution for updates, we argue that more domain-
dependent information is needed generally. Based on 
this idea, we show that our method can be also ex-
tended to derive preferred update solutions if more do-
main information is provided. To characterize prop-
erties of our persistence-based update method, we in-
vestigate the relationship between the minimal change 
update semantics and persistent update semantics in 
detail. 

The paper is organized as follows. The second sec-
tion proposes a persistent semantics for updates. The 
third section discusses implicit and disjunctive effects 
of updates. The fourth section extends the method 
to derive the preferred update result. The fifth sec-
tion compares our persistent update semantics with 
minimality-baed update semantics in detail. Finally, 
the sixth section concludes the ·paper with some dis-
cussion. 

2 A Persistent Semantics for Updates 
2.1 The Language 
Consider a finitary propositionallanguage C. We rep-
resent a knowledge base by a propositional formula 'lj;. 
A propositional formula rjJ is complete if rjJ is consis-
tent and for any propositional formula p., rjJ I= p. or 
rjJ I= '1-L· Models('lj;) denotes the set of all models of 
'lj;, i.e., all interpretations of C in which 'ljJ is true. We 
also consider state constraints about the world. Let C 
be a satisfiable propositional formula that represents 
all state constraints about the world2• Thus, for any 
knowledge base 'lj;, we require 'ljJ I= C. Let I be an in-
terpretation of£. We say that I is a state of the world 
if I 1= C. A knowledge base 'ljJ can be treated as a 
description of the world, where Models(?j;) is the set of 
possible states of the world with respect to 'lj;. 

Let 'ljJ be the current knowledge base and p. a propo-
sitional formula which is regarded as a new knowledge 
(information) about the world. Then, informally, the 
general question of updating 'ljJ with p. is how to spec-
ify the new knowledge base after combining the new 
knowledge (information) p, into the current knowledge 
base 'lj;. In Peter's course-enrollment example, the con-
straint that a second year student must enroll at least 
two CS courses with level 200 or 300 may be expressed 
by a formula C: 

(Enrolled(CS201) V Enrolled(CS202)V 
Enrolled(CS301))!\ 
(Enrolled(C8201) V Enrolled(C8202)V 
Enrolled( C 8303) )I\ 
(Enrolled(C8201) V Enrolled(C8301)V 
Enrolled( C 8303) )/\ 
(Enrolled(C8202) V Enrolled(CS301)V 
Enrolled(C8303)). 

then the initial knowledge base of Peter's course-
enrollment can be represented by formula 'ljJ = 

2Usually, we use a set of formulas to represent state con-
straints. In this case, C can be viewed as a conjunction of 
all such formulas. 
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Enrolled(CS201) !\ Enrolled(C8301) !\ C, and the 
new knowledge is p. = •Enrolled(C8301) !\ 
(Enrollt;!d(C8202) V Enrolled(C8303)). So, the ques-
tion is: what is the new knowledge base of Peter's 
course-enrollment after updating 'ljJ with p.. 

2.2 Updating States 

In order to deal with propositional knowledge base up-
dates properly, we first consider state updates. As it 
will be shown next, in our formalism, updating knowl-
edge base 'ljJ with p, is defined by updating all possible 
states of 'ljJ with p., and this is achieved by the per-
sistence principle. Informally, the persistence principle 
says that a fact persists during a state transition if it is 
logically irrelevant to those facts that must change or 
are subject to change during this state transition. Note 
that the persistence principle provides a general princi-
ple for modeling state change. We have shown that this 
principle can be effectively applied in reasoning about 
action and temporal reasoning [8; 11], and can be used 
to derive state constraints from action specifications [9; 
10]. As we will show in this paper, the persistence 
principle can be also used to formalize propositional 
knowledge base updates. 

Before we present the following formal definitions, 
we first introduce some useful concepts. Let E be a 
set of formulas and f a propositional literal (positive 
or negative propositional letter). We say that E is a 
minimal support set of f if (i) E I= f; {ii) f r/. E; 
and (iii) there does not exist a proper subset E' of E 
such that E' I= f. Let fr and h be two propositional 
literals. We say that disjunction fr V h is non-trivially 
entailed byE if (i) E I= fr V ]2; (ii) E ~ ft and E ~ ]2. 
In this case, we also call that disjunction fr V h is non-
trivial with respect to E3 . 

Definition 1 Let I be a state of the world, i.e., I I= C, 
p. a propositional formula and consistent with C. We 
define the persistent set of I with respect to p., denoted 
as tl(I, p.), as follows: 

1. Llo =I- {f I f Eland {p.} U C I= •!}, 
2. tl1 = Llo- {Jr, .. ·,fk I {p.}UC I= v:=1[--.]!i 

where {il, ... 'fk} 5; I, c ~ v:=1Hfi and for 
any proper subset M of N = {1, · · ·, k} {p}UC ~ 
ViEM(o]]j}, 

3. tli = Lli-1 - {f I f E I, {p.} U C ~ f, and for 
every minimal support set F of f in I, there exists 
at least one element ofF, f', which is in I- tli-1}, 

The persistent set tl(I, p.) of I is defined as 
tl(I,p,) ={fIfE I and tl U C I=!}. 

The notation [•] means that the negation sign --, may 
or may not appear. 0 

3 This definition can be easily extended to any disjunc-
tion with more than two prepositional literals. 
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We now explain this definition in detail. Consider a 
state of the world I and a formula p. where p. is con-
sistent with C. Obviously, after updating I with p., 
a fact f in I must change if f is inconsistent with p. 
with respect to C, i.e., {p.} U C f= -.f. We call such 
a fact non-persistent with respect to p. (i.e., condition 
1 in the above definition). On the other hand, sup-
pose there exists some fact f where f or its negation 
-.J appears in a non-trivial disjunction with respect to 
{p.} U C, we say that f is indefinitely affected by p.. The 
intuitive meaning of an indefinite effect is that after up-
dating I with p., the satisfaction of p. (together with C) 
in the resulting state may or may not cause a change 
of the truth value of f, but we do not know which is 
the case (i.e., condition 2). Moreover, for a fact J, if 
for every minimal support set Fin I of J, there exists 
some fact in F which is non-persistent or indefinitely 
affected by p., then we say that f is implicitly affected 
by p.. Because after updating I with p., I may lose its 
support. In this case, it is incautious to assume that 
f persists. Furthermore, this rule is used recursively: 
a fact f is implicitly affected by p. if for every mini-
mal support set F in I of f, there exists some fact in 
F which is implicitly affected by p. (i.e., condition 3). 
We call those facts that are indefinitely or implicitly 
affected by p. mutable. Thus, a fact in I must persist 
if it is neither non-persistent nor mutable. We take all 
such facts to form the persistent set, as presented in 
the above definition (condition 4). 

So far, the possible state resulting from updating I 
with p. is defined as follows. 

Definition 2 Let I be a state of the world, i.e., I f= C, 
and p. a propositional formula that is consistent with 
C. An interpretation I' of C is a possible state of the 
world resulting from updating I with p., iff 

1. I' F c, 

2. I' f= p., and 

3. D..(I, p.) ~ I'. 

Denote the set of all possible states of the world result-
ing from updating I with p. as Update(I,p.). 0 

2.3 Updating Knowledge Bases 
Based on definitions of state updates, we can define the 
persistence-based update operator <>psa (persistent set 
approach) as follows. 

Definition 3 Let 1/J be a knowledge base, p. a propo-
sitional formula. 1/J <>psa p. denotes the persistent update 
of 1/J with p.4 , where 

1. If 1/J implies p. or 1/J is inconsistent then 1/J <>psa p. = 
1/J, otherwise 

2. Models('l/J<>vsaP.) = UIEModels(t/1) Update(I,p.). 0 

4Here we only consider the well-defined update, that is, 
/-Lis consistent with C. 
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In the above definition, condition 1 says that if 1/J 
implies p., then nothing is changed since the knowledge 
p. has been represented by knowledge base 1/J; or if 1/J is 
inconsistent, then any update can not change it into a 
consistent knowledge base. Condition 2 says that if 1/J 
is consistent and does not imply p., then 1/J should be 
changed, and this change follows the persistence prin-
ciple as defined previously. 

3 Implicit and Disjunctive Effects of 
Updates 

From the previous discussions, we can see that our per-
sistent set approach (PSA) is based on a conservative 
principle for representing state change, and this is re-
flected in the policies of representing the implicit and 
disjunctive effects of updates in the persistent update 
approach. 

Continue considering Peter's course-enrollment ex-
ample presented previously. Suppose that there are two 
constraints in the course-enrollment domain: someone 
enrolled course CS202 implies that she/he is preparing 
to study course CS303; and someone enrolled course 
CS204 also implies that she/he is preparing to study 
course CS303. Thus, the constraints C is the conjunc-
tion of the following two formulas: 

Enrolled(C8202) ::J Prestudy(C8303), (2) 

Enrolled(C8204) ::J Prestudy(C8303). (3) 

We also assume that there is one more course CS204 
available in the semester. Currently, Peter enrolled 
courses CS201 and CS202, but did not enroll course 
CS204. So, the knowledge base of Peter's course-
enrollment is 

1/J = Enrolled(C8201) 1\ Enrolled(C8202) 1\ 
-.Enrolled(C8204) 1\ C. 

Clearly, 1/J f= Prestudy(C8303). Now, Peter decides to 
drop course CS202. So, the department administrative 
assistant needs to update 1/J with -.Enrolled(C8202). 
The question is: does Peter still prepare to study course 
CS303? 

Of course, updating 1/J with -.Enrolled(C8202) has 
an implicit effect on proposi-
tional letter Prestudy( C 8303) because of constraint 
(2). It seems that if there is no more information, 
we cannot predict the truth value of Prestudy( C 8303) 
in the resulting knowledge base definitely. If we pre-
dict that Prestudy(CS303) is still true after updating 
1/J with -.Enrolled(C8202) (as the policy of the mini-
mal change principle), it means that dropping course 
CS202 does not affect Peter's intention of studying 
CS303. This seems unreasonable if the reason of drop-
ping CS202 is indeed that Peter does not want to study 
CS303. If we predict that Prestudy(CS303) is false 
after updating 1/J with -.Enrolled(C8202) (as in foun-
dational theory, eg. TMS [2]), on the other hand, it 
seems that dropping CS202 certainly implies that Pe-
ter does not want to study CS303. However, constraint 
(2) does not imply such information. 
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From our persistence principle, since there is no fur-
ther information, we can only state that the truth value 
of Prestudy(CS303) is mutable after updating t/J with 
-.Enrolled(CS202). Thus, using the persistent update 
approach, we have the following result: 

t/J <>psa •Enrolled(CS202) = 
Enrolled(CS201) 1\ -,Enrolled(CS202) 1\ 
-,Enrolled(CS204) 1\ C. 

Now, let us consider the disjunctive effect of update. 
Suppose we change the constraint C as follows: 
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which says that a cup is liftable if it is on the table. 
Suppose initially the cup is on the table. Obviously, 
the cup is liftable because of constraint (5). We assume 
that after some time, the cup is no longer on the table. 
According to our persistence principle, the fact that 
the cup is liftable is then becomes unknown (mutable). 
But this solution is not so intuitive because a cup's 
position generally does not affect its liftability. 

In the above situation, we would prefer the fact that 
the cup is liftable being persistent rather than mutable. 
Obviously; to derive a preferred update result, we need 
more domain information, and we should have a way to 

Prestudy(CS303) :::> Enrolled(CS202)VEnrolled(CS204).combine the domain-dependent information with our 
( 4) persistence principle so that the preferred update result 

Currently, Peter enrolled courses CS201 and CS301, can be derived. 
but did not enroll courses CS202 and CS204 since he To achieve this aim, we extend our propositionallan-
did not prepare to study CS303. Thus, the knowledge guage C as follows. Formally, all propositional let-
base of Peter's course-enrollment is: ters of language £ are divided into disjointed layers 

t/J = Enrolled(CS201) 1\ Enrolled(CS301) 1\ 
-.Enrolled( C 8202) 1\ -.Enrolled( C 8204) 1\ 
-.Prestudy(CS303) 1\ C. 

After two weeks of the semester beginning, Peter de-
cides to prepare to study CS303. Thus, the depart-
ment administrative assistant needs to update t/J with 
Prestudy(CS303). Now, the question is: does Peter 
enroll in course CS202 or course CS204? 

From (4), we know that at least Peter has to en-
roll one of courses CS202 and CS204, but we do 
not know which one. In this situation, according 
to the persistence principle, in the resulting knowl-
edge base, both the truth values of Enrolled(CS202) 
and Enrolled(CS204) are indefinite. That is, updat-
ing t/J with Prestudy(CS303) has indefinite effects on 
Enrolled(CS202) and Enrolled(CS204). Using the 
persistent update approach, we have the following re-
sult: 

t/J <>psa Prestudy(CS303) = 
Enrolled(CS201) 1\ Enrolled(CS301) 1\ 
Prestudy( C 8303), 

which implies that to prepare to study course CS303, 
Peter enrolled course CS202, or course CS204 or both. 
Note that in this case, the minimal change gives so-
lution: Peter enrolled one of CS202 or CS204, but 
not both. In this situation, this result seems also 
reasonable although the former solution given by the 
persistence-based approach is more conservative. 

4 Deriving Preferred Update Solutions 
In previous sections, we have shown that the persis-
tent update approach gives conservative results dur-
ing knowledge base updates, and this is normally safe 
to represent the implicit and disjunctive effects of up-
dates. However, sometime the conservative principle 
also gives unintuitive results in knowledge base up-.. • 

'· dates. For instance, consider a domain in which there · 
is a constraint 

Ontable(Cup) :::> Liltable(Cup), (5) 
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1, · · ·, n. For any letter I, let L(f) denote the num-
ber of f's layer. Generally, for any two letters it and 
h, if L(fl) > L(h), we will interpret that it is more 
persistence-prioritized than h, that is, (i) if both it 
and h are indefinitely affected by the update, we will 
consider that h is easier to change than it; (ii) if h 
is supported by l1, then changing it will cause h to 
change if h has no other supports. We present the 
definition of the preferred persistent set as follows. We 
also need to give the preferred non-persistent set ex-
plicitly in order to define the preferred update result 
properly. 

Definition 4 (Preferred persistent set) Let I be 
a state of the world, J..L a propositional formula and 
consistent with C. We define the preferred persistent 
set of I based on the propositionalletter layer, denoted 
as Ap(I,p), as follows. 

1. Ao =I-{! If E I and {J..L} U C f= •/}, 
2. A1 = Ao - {! I there exists a set of lit-

erals {it,···, lk} £; I such that (i) f E 

{11, · · ·, lk}, and {J..L} u c F= V~=1 Hii where 
C ~ V~=d•]li, (ii) for any proper subset M 
of N = {l,···,k}, {J..L} U C ~ ViEMHfi, (iii) 
L(f) = min{L(it), · · ·, L(fk)} }, 

3. Ai = Ai-l - {! I I E ~-'• {t-t} U C ~ /, and for 
every minimal support set F of I in I, there exists 
at least one element ofF, f', which is in I- Ai-l 
such that L(JI) > L(f)}, 

4. Let A = n:o Ai. Then Ap(I, t-t) = {! I I E I 
and AUC f= !}. D 

Definition 5 (Preferred non-persistent set) Un-
der the same condition as above, the non-persistent set 
based on the propositionalletter layer AN(I, t-t) is de-
fined as follows. 

1. A~={! I I E I and {t-t} U C f= ...,!}, 

2. A~ = A~_1 U {! I I E So - A~_1 - Ap(I, t-t), 
and for every minimal support set F of f in I, 
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(i) {J.t} U C ~ f, (ii) there does not exist some 
fp E tlp(l, J.t) such that •(6.~_ 1 U {!}) U C 
1= •fp5 , (iii) there exists at least one element of 
F, J', which is in 6.~_ 1 such that L(f') > L(f)}, 

3. tlN(I, J.t) = u:o lli. 0 

Let us examine Definition 5 a little more closely. 
Condition 1 is clear, i.e., any fact which is inconsistent 
with J.t is non-persistent. In condition 2, (i) and (ii) 
guarantee the consistency between the preferred non-
persistent set and the preferred persistent set, while 
(iii) says that fact f depends on at least one preferred 
non-persistent fact and its propositionallayer is greater 
than f's. 

Therefore, the state I is divided into three disjointed 
parts: preferred persistent set tlp (I, J.t), preferred non-
persistent set tlN(I, J.t) and preferred mutable set I -
tlp(l, J.t) - tlN(l, J.t). 
Definition 6 (Preferred resulting state) An inter-
pretation I' is a preferred resulting state of the world 
after updating I with J.t, if 

1. I' I= C, 

2. I' I= J.t, and 

3. tlp(J, J.t) U --,flN(J, J.t) ~ J' 6
• 

We denote the set of all preferred resulting states as 
Updatep(l, J.t). o 

Now we can define the preferred persistent update 
operator as follows. 

Definition 7 Let 1/J be knowledge base, J.t a proposi-
tional formula and consistent with domain constraints 
C. 1/J <>ppsa J.t denotes the preferred persistent update of 
1/J with J.t, where 

1. H 1/J implies J.t or 1/J is inconsistent then 1/J <>ppsa J.t = 
1/J, otherwise 

2. Models('l/J<>ppsaJ.t) = UJEModels(1/l) Updatep(l,J.t). 
0 

The following theorem represents the relation be-
tween <>psa and <>ppsa· 
Theorem 1 Let 1/J be a knowledge base, J.t a proposi-
tional formula and consistent with domain constraints. 
Then 1/J <>ppsa J.t I= 1/J <>psa J.t. 0 

Consider Peter's course-enrollment example once 
again, where domain constraints are (2) and (3). 
Suppose we like to express the information that 
if someone does not enroll courses CS202 and 
CS204, then it implies that he/she does not in-
tend to study course CS303. This can be specified 
by L(Enrolled(CS202)) = L(Enrolled(CS204)) > 
L(Prestudy(CS303)). Suppose that the current 
knowledge base is 

5 ·.6. = {•I I I E .6.}. 
6Note that •.6.N(l,J.t) = {•I I I E .6.N(l,J.t)}. 
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1/J = Enrolled(CS201) A Enrolled(CS202) A 
•Enrolled(CS204) A C. 

Then after updating 1/J with •Enrolled(CS202), the 
preferred resulting knowledge base is 

1/J <>ppsa •Enrolled(CS202) = 
Enrolled(CS201) A •Enrolled(CS202) A 
•Enrolled(CS204) A •Prestudy(CS303) A 
c, 

while using the previous method presented in section 
2, the truth value of Prestudy( C 8303) in the resulting 
knowledge base is indefinite. 

5 Persistent Update and Minimal 
Change 

In this section, we will compare the persistent update 
approach with some well known minimality-based ap-
proaches in detail. 

5.1 Winslett's PMA 
We first briefly review Winslett 's possible models ap-
proach (PMA) [7]7. Similarly, in the PMA, a descrip-
tion of the world (knowledge base) is represented by 
a set of propositional formulas (or take the conjunc-
tion of the set of formulas), denoted as 1/J. Domain 
constraints about the world is represented by a subset 
C of 1/J. All models of 1/J are called possible states of 
1/J. Then updating 1/J with a formula J.t is achieved by 
updating every possible state of 1/J with J.t, but with a 
minimal change principle on models. 

Formally, let 11 and !2 are two interpretations, we 
say that !1 and J2 differ on propositional letter f if 
f appears in exactly one of l1 and !2. Dif f(h ,!2) 
denotes the set of all different propositional letters 
between 11 and h Then updating a model I of 
1/J with J.t by the PMA generates a set of interpre-
tations, Incorporate(!, J.t), such that for each I' E 
Incorporate( I, J.t), 

1. J.t and each formula in C are true in I'; 

2. for any I" satisfying 1, Dif f(I, I") ~ Dif f(I, I') 
implies I" = I'. 

Finally, updating 1/J with J.t, denoted as 'lj; <>pma J.t, is 
defined as 

Models('ljJ <>pma J.t) = 
UIEModels(1/l) Incorporate(!, J.t). 

Recall the box example presented in section 1, the 
initial knowledge base (the box is not on the table) can 
be represented by the formula 1/J = •Ontable(Box) 1\ 

•lnwhite(Box) A -.Inblack(Box) A (1). Now the box 
is dropped on the table. Consider updating 1/J with 
J.t = Ontable(Box) by using the PMA. From the above 
definition, we have the following result: 

7Here we simplify the PMA to the propositional case in 
order to compare it with our approach consistently. 
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'1/J <>pmaJ.L = Ontable(Box) A(l)A 
((Inwhite(Box) t\ -.Inblack(Box)) V 
(-.Inwhite(Box) t\ Inblack(Box))), 

which says that the box can only be entirely within 
the white region or black region, but not both. Using 
our method presented in section 2, we have a more 
plausible result: 

'1/J <>psa J.L = Ontable(Box) t\ (1) t\ 
(Inwhite(Box) V Inblack(Box)), 

which says that the box can be entirely in the white or 
black region, or touching both regions. 

From the above discussion, we can see that the PMA 
and our our persistence-based method are quite dif-
ferent. But it should be noted that both of them are 
state-based, i.e., updating a knowledge base is achieved 
by updating every possible state of the world. Hence, 
we can compare these two approaches by examining 
their differences in updates on states. We first con-
sider mutable sets obtained from these two methods 
respectively. 

Let I be a possible state of '1/J, G the set of state 
constraints about the world, J.L a propositional formula, 
and A(I, A) the persistent set of I with respect to J.L 
obtained by Definition 1. Obviously, the non-persistent 
set (i.e., facts that must change) of I with respect to J.L 
obtained by both the PSA and PMA is as follows 

r(I, J.L) = {! I f E I and {J.L} u G F= -.!} . 

The mutable set obtained from the PSA is 

dpsA (I, J.L) = I - A(I, J.L) - r(I, J.L). 

Since in the PMA, n Incorporate(!, J.L) is the set of all 
facts that are true in every possible model. Therefore, 
the mutable set obtained from the PMA is 

dPMA(I,J.L) = I - nincorporate(l,J.L) 
r(I,J.L). 

Definition 8 Let I be a possible state of '1/J, G the set 
of state constraints about the world, F ~I and f E I. 
We say that F influences f, if there exists a minimal 
support set I: of f with respect to G in I, such that 
F ~ 1:. D 

Directly from the above definition, we know that if 
F influences f, then for any non-empty subset F' of F, 
F' influences f. We say that F uniquely influences f if 
there exists a unique minimal support set I: off with 
respect to G in I such that F ~ 1:. Suppose c5 and F 
be two subsets of I, we say that c5 is influenced by F if 
for every f E 8, f is influenced by F. 

Theorem 2 the following results hold. 

1. IT dpsA(I,J.L) - 8PMA(I,J.L) "1- 0, then for any fact 
f E dpsA (I, J.L) - dpMA(I, J.L), f is influenced by 
some subset of r(J, J.L) or indefinitely /implicitly af-
fected by J.Li 

I 
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2. If 8PMA(I,J.L) - dpsA(l,J.L) # 0, then for any fact 
f E 8PMA (I, J.L) - dpsA (I, J.L), f is neither uniquely 
influenced by any subset of r(I, J.L) nor indefi-
nitely /implicitly affected by J.L. D 

The above theorem simply says that each mutable 
fact obtained by the PSA is influenced by some non-
persistent facts, or indefinitely /implicitly affected by 
J.L· In other words, during a knowledge base update, 
by the PSA, every fact that may change must have 
some logical relation(s) to those facts that may or must 
change, while by the PMA there may be some facts 
which have to change without any logical reasons. 

5.2 Katsuno and Mendelzon's Update 
Semantics 

The motivation of Katsuno and Mendelzon's proposal 
for update is an observation on the difference between 
revision and update, as they discussed in [6; 5]. let 'lj; 
be a knowledge base and J.L a formula. Then Katsuno 
and Mendelzon presented the following eight postulates 
that, as they argued, should be satisfied by any update 
operator o. 

(Ul) 'lj; <> J.L implies J.L· 
(U2) If 'lj; implies J.L then 'lj; <> J.L = 1/J. 
(U3) IT both 1/J and J.L are satisfiable then '1/J<>J.L 
is also satisfiable. 
(U4) If '1/Jt = 'I/J2 and J.Lt = J.L2 then 1/Jt <> J.Lt = 
1/J2 <> J.L2. 
(U5) ('1/J <> J.L) t\ ljJ implies 'lj; <> (J.L t\ l/J). 
(U6) If '1/J <> J.Lt implies J.L2 and 1/J <> J.L2 implies 
J.Lt then '1/J <> J.Lt = '1/J <> J.L2. 
(U7) If 'lj; is complete then (1/J <> J.Lt) t\ ('1/J o J.L2) 
implies '1/J <> (J.Lt V J.L2). 
(U8) (1/Jt V1/;2)oJ.L:= ('1/Jt<>J.L) V('I/J2<>J.L). 

In fact, Katsuno-Mendelzon's update postulates 
characterize the update semantics for a class of update 
operators that are based on the principle of minimal 
change in knowledge base updates. For instance, the 
PMA update operator <>pma satisfies all postulates (Ul) 
- (U8). Here, we will examine the relations between our 
persistent update semantics and Katsuno-Mendelzon's 
update semantics by investigating the satisfiability of 
Katsuno-Mendelzon's update postulates under our per-
sistent update semantics. We first give the following 
result. 

Theorem 3 The persistence-based update operator 
<>psa satisfies Katsuno-Mendelzon's postulates (Ul) -
(U4), (U6) and (U8). D 

Generally, (U5) and (U7) are not satisfied under the 
persistent semantics because the intuitive meaning of 
(U5) and (U7) is to represent a minimal change for 
update while the persistent update does not follow this 
principle generally. This can be shown by the following 
example. 
Example 1. We first show that (U5) is not satisfied 
under the persistent update. Consider a propositional 
language £ where there are six propositional letters 
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a, b, c, d, e and I. Assume the set of constraints C is 
presented as follows: 

{a ::J c, b ::J c V e, cAd ::J !}. 

Let 1/J be a knowledge base where 1/J = a A •bAcAdAeAI, 
J.t = b and 41 = a. Since 1/J is complete, there is only 
one model of 1/J, say I, 

I= {a,•b,c,d,e,l}. 

Now consider two updates of 1/J with J.t and J.tA41 respec-
tively. Obviously, •b is non-persistent with respect to 
J.t = b. Since {b} U C f= c V e, c and e are indefinitely 
affected by b. Again, since { c, d} U C f= I and c is 
indefinitely affected by b, it follows that I is implicitly 
affected by b. Hence, only a and d are persistent with 
respect to J.t· On the other hand, c and e are persis-
tent with respect to J.t A 41 = a A b. Note that although 
{a Ab} U C f= c V e, {a A b} U C f= c. So c V e is a trivial 
disjunction with respect to {aAb}UC. That is, neither 
of c and e is indefinitely affected by a 1\ b. However, 
since {a A b} U C f= c, and c ::J •d V I, it follows that 
{a 1\ b} U C f= •d V I. So both d and I are indefinitely 
affected by a A b. Thus, in accordance with Definition 
I, we have 

!:l.(I, J.t) = {a, d}, and 
!:l.(I, J.t A 41) = {a, c, e }. 

Let I' be a state where 

I'= {a, b, c, d, •e, 1}. 

It is easy to verify that I' E Update(!, J.t) n M odels(41), 
but I' f!. Update( I, J.t A 41), that is (1/J <>pas J.t) A 41 does 
not imply 1/J <>psa (J.t A 41). 

Now let us consider (U7). In the same language£, 
suppose the set of constraints C is 

{a ::J •c, a ::J b V e, b ::J c V I, b ::J a V d}. 

Let 1/J = •a A •b A c A d A e A I, /-tl = a and J.£2 = b. 
Again, since 1/J is complete, there is only one rriodel of 
1/J, I, where 

I= { •a, -,b, c, d, e, 1}. 

Consider three updates of 1/J with J.£1, J.t2 and J.£1 V J.£2 
respectively. Omitting the details, we have 

!:l.(I,J.£1) = {d, !}, 
!:l.(l,J.£2 ) = {e}, and 
!:l.(l,J.t1 V J.£2) = {c,/}8 • 

Consider a state I', where 

I' = {a, b, •c, d, e, 1}. 

81-1.1 V p,a =a V b. Notice that {a V b} U C f= b V e and 
{a V b} U C f= a V d, and both b V e and a V d are non-trivial 
disjunctions with respect to {a V b} U C. Hence all of a, b, d 
and e are indefinitely affected by a V b. 
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We can verify that I' E Update(l,J.ti) n Update(I,p,2 ), 

but I' f!. Update(l,J.£1 V P,2)9 . That is, (1/J <>psa J.t1) A 
(1/J <>psa J.£2) does not imply 1/J <>psa (J.tl V J.£2)· D 

Although the persistent update operator does not 
satisfy the postulates (U5) and (U7) in the general case, 
we have the following theorem, which says that under 
some restrictions, (U5) and (U7) can be satisfied by 
the persistent update operator. 

Theorem 4 The following results hold. 

(U5') If 1/J <>psa J.t f= H41 but 1/J ~ 41, then 
( 1/J <>psa J.t) A 41 implies 1/J <>psa (J.t 1\ 41). 
(U7') If 1/J <>psa J.£1 F HJ.tz (or 1/J <>psa /-t2 F 
HJ.£1), then ( 1/J <>psa /-t1) 1\ ( 1/J <>psa J.t2) 

implies 1/J <>psa (J.£1 V J.£2)· D 

5.3 The AGM Revision 
Katsuno and Mendelzon proved that the AGM revision 
postulates [3] are equivalent to the following postulates 
[6]: 

(RI) 1/J o J.t implies J.t. 
(R2) If 1/J A J.t is satisfiable then 1/J o J.t = 1/J A J.t. 
(R3) If J.t is satisfiable then 1/J o J.t is also sat-
isfiable. 
(R4) If 1/J1 = 1/J2 and /-tl = J.£2 then 1/J1 o J.£1 = 
1/J2 0 /-t2· 
(R5) (1/J o J.t) 1\41 implies 1/J o (J.t 1\ 41). 
(R6) If ( 1/Jo J.t) A41 is satisfiable then 1/Jo (J.t/\41) 
implies (1/J o J.t) A 41. 

We can characterize the difference between our per-
sistent update and the AGM revision by verifying the 
satisfaction of (RI) - (R6) under the persistent update 
semantics, as we did for Katsuno and Mendelzon's up-
date semantics previously. The following summarizes 
the difference. 

Theorem 5 <>psa satisfies the AGM revision postu-
lates (RI) and (R4), but violates (R2), (R3), (R5) and 
(R6). o 
5.4 Dalal's Update 
Dalal proposed a theory for knowledge base update 
[I]10 , where he required that an update theory satisfy 
the following principles: 

(DI) Adequacy of Representation: The up-
dated knowledge should have the same repre-
sentation as the old knowledge. 
(D2) Irrelevance of Syntax: If 1/J = 1/J' and 
J.t = J.£1

, then 1/J <>d J.t = 1/J' <>d J-£1
• 

(03) Maintenance of Consistency: If 1/J and 
J.t are both satisfiable, then so is 1/J <>d J.t. 
(04) Primacy of New Information: 1/J <>d J.t f= 
J.t. 

9In particular, for any I" E Update(I,p,1 V ~ta), I" f= -,a 
since c E Ll(I, P,1 V p,a), and there is a constraint a ::> -,c. 

10Dalal's theory was originally for knowledge base revi-
sion. But he did apply his theory in logical database up-
dates. Here we discuss Dalal's work from a viewpoint of 
knowledge base update. 
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(D5) Persistence of Prior Knowledge: As 
much old knowledge as possible should be re-
tained in the updated knowledge. That is, 
'ljJ od 1-l should be obtained by some form of 
minimal change. 
(D6) Fairness: If there are many candidates 
for updated KB that satisfy the above princi-
ple then one of them should not be arbitrarily 
chosen. 

Based on the above principles, Dalal then defined an 
update operator as the following. Let S be an inter-
pretation of the propositionallanguage £. Then define 

g(S) = {S' J S' and S differ in the truth-value 
of at most one propositionalletter in £}. 

Let I be a set of interpretations. Then define 

g(I) = UsEz g(S). 

If 'ljJ be a formula (knowledge base), then formula G(?j;) 
is defined as 

Models(G(?j;)) = g(Models(?j;)). 

Then, Dalal defined a way to systematically charac-
terize changes in models. A quantitative measure of 
such change is: gi(I) is a smaller change in I than 
gi (I) iff i < j, where gi (I) is I if i = 0, otherwise 

.9i(I) =gi-1(g(I)). Similarly, define Models(Gi(?j;)) = 
gi(Models(?j;)). Now, the update procedure is the fol-
lowing: if 'ljJ is inconsistent with /-l, we change the mod-
els of 'ljJ by applying the operator g. If there is at least 
one interpretation that makes J-t true (that means, G(?j;) 
is consistent with 1-l), then 'ljJ o d 1-l is defined as G ( 'ljJ) A /-l, 
otherwise, we apply g again and keep on this way. Now, 
Dalal's update operator is formally defined as follows. 

'ljJ od 1-l = Gk(?j;) A /-l, where k is the least 
value of i for which Gi(?j;) A J-t is consistent. 

Obviously, Dalal's update is based on a minimal 
change principle. However, the minimality criterion 
here is different from that of the PMA. Dalal's mini-
mality is defined based on the number of difference of 
propositionalletters in models, while the PMA's mini-
mality is defined based on the set inclusion relation of 
models. Let us consider the following example. 
Example 2. Let C have four propositionalletters a, b, 
c and d. Let 'ljJ =a A -.b A -.cAd and 1-l =-.a V (b A c). 
Now, consider the update of 'ljJ with 1-L· First we use 
Dalal's method. Since 'ljJ and 1-l are inconsistent, we 
compute: 
M odels(G(?j;)) = {{a, -.b, -.c, d}, {-.a, -.b, -.c, d}, 
{a, b, -.c, d}, {a, -.b, c, d}, {a, -.b, -.c, -.d}}. 
Since {-.a, -.b, -.c, d} E M odels(G(?j;)) and it is also a 
model of /-l, then 

If we use the PMA, we have the following result: 

'ljJ Opma 1-L := (a A b A c A d) V (-.a A -.b A -.c A d). 
0 
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The difference between Dalal's update and our ap-
proach presented here is obvious for updating a knowl-
edge base with any disjunctive formula. 
Example 3. Let C have only two propositionalletters 
a and b. Let 'ljJ = a A b and J-t = -.a V -.b. Since 'ljJ and 
1-l are inconsistent, we compute 

Models(G(?j;)) = g(Models(?j;)) = 
{{a, b }, {a}, {b }}, 

and then G = a V b. Since G is consistent with -.a V -.b, 
we have 

In this case, the PMA gives the same result as Dalal's 
update method. Applying our approach, on the other 
hand, since 1-l = -.a V -.b, it follows that both a and b 
are indefinitely affected by /-l, that is, a and b are both 
mutable, thus, 

'ljJ Opsa f-t = -.a V -.b. 0 

It has been shown that Dalal's update operator od 

satisfies the AGM revision postulates (RI)- (R6) [6], 
while our persistent update operator Opsa only satisfies 
(RI) and (R4), and violates (R2), (R3), {R5) and (R5). 
Therefore, the persistent update is very different from 
Dalal's update. However, under some restrictions, they 
have the following relations. · 

Theorem 6 Let 'ljJ be a knowledge base, J-t a formula. 
The following results hold. 

1. If (i) both 'ljJ and 1-l are satisfiable, (ii) 'ljJ is incon-
sistent with /-l, (iii) there is no constraints, and (iv) 
f-t = a1 A··· A an , where a1, ···,·an are proposi-
tionalliterals, then 'ljJ od J-t = 'ljJ Opsa 1-l· 

2. If (i) both 'ljJ and 1-l are satisfiable, (ii) 'ljJ is incon-
sistent with p, (iii) there is no constraints, and (iv) 
f-t = a1 V·· ·Van,where a1, ···,an are propositional 
literals, then 'ljJ od J-t J= 'ljJ Opsa f-t· 0 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a propositional knowl-
edge base update method based on the persistence 
principle. To derive preferred solutions in updates, 
we extend our approach by combining priorities of 
propositionalletters into the persistence principle. We 
also compared our approach with several well known 
minimality-based update theories. 

The main limitation of our approach is that some-
times the persistence principle may give too conserva-
tive solutions in updates, as we mentioned in section 4. 
Although introducing the persistence priorities into the 
PSA may avoid this problem, as we showed in section 
4, specifying the layers of propositional letters would 
be still problematic if only partial domain information 
is provided. A more effective way to deal with the 
problem is to introduce the causality into the persis-
tence principle. Formal issues about this idea will be 
presented in a forthcoming paper. 
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Appendix: Proofs 

Theorem 1 The following results hold. 

1. If dpsA{I,J.I.) - dPMA(l,J.I.) :f; 0, then for any fact 
f E dpsA(l,J.I.) - dpMA(l,J.I.), f is influenced by 
some subset of r(J, J.l.) or indefinitely /implicitly af
fected by Ji.; 

2. If dpMA(l,J.I.) - 8psA(l,J.1.) :f; 0, then for any fact 
f E 8PMA(l,J.1.)- dpsA(l,J.I.), f is neither uniquely 
influenced by any subset of r(J, J.l.) nor indefi-
nitely /implicitly affected by f..L· 

Proof. 1. Consider any f E 8psA(l,J.1.) - 8PMA(l,f..L). 
According to the definition of 8psA (I, J.l.) and Definition 
1, there must exist some i ~ 1 such that f E 6.i but 
f rf_ 6.i+l· If i = 1, then it follows that f is indefinitely 
affected by J.l.· Now suppose i > 1. From condition 3 in 
Definition 1, for each minimal support set F off in I, 
there exists some f' E F such that f' E I - 6.i. Again 
from Definition 1 and the definition ofr{I,J.!.), it is easy 
to see that 6.o = I- r(J, J.l.). There are two cases for 
f' E I -6-i: f' E I -6.o or f' E I -6.i where I~ 1 but 
f' rf_ I - 6.o . From the first case, we have f' E r (I, f..L), 
and in accordance with Definition 8, this means that 
f is influenced by F n r(l,J.I.). On the other hand, 
the later case implies that f' is indefinitely /implicitly 
affected by f..L, which also implies that f is implicitly 
affected by f..L· 

2. Suppose there is some f E 8PMA(l,J.1.) -
8psA (I, J.l.) such that f is uniquely influenced by some 
subset of r (I, J.1.). This follows that there exists some 
r' ~ r(J, J.l.), such that r' ~ E, where E is the unique 
minimal support set off in J. From condition 3·ofDefi-
nition 1, there is some i such that f E 6.i and f rf_ 6.i+l· 
So f rf_ 6.(/,f..L), that is f E 8PsA(/,J.1.). However, this 
follows that f rf_ 8PMA(l,J.1.)- 8psA(l,J.1.), contradicto-
rily with the premise. So f is not uniquely influenced 
by any subset of r(J, J.l.). Now we assume f is indefi
nitely or implicitly affected by J.l.. Then from condition 
2 and 3 of Definition 1, there exists some i ~ 1 such 
that f rf_ 6.i, so f rf_ 6.(1, J.l.). That is f E dpsA (I, J.l.). 
But this follows f rf_ 8PMA(l,J.1.) - 8psA(l,J.1.), contra-
dictorily with the premise. D 

Theorem 2 Let 1/J be a knowledge base, J.l. a proposi-
tional formula and consistent with domain constraints. 
Then 1/J <>ppsa f..L I= 1/J <>psa f..L. 

Proof. To prove 1/J <>ppsa f..L I= 1/J <>psa J.l., we only need to 
prove M odels(tf; <>ppsa J.l.) ~ M odels(tf; <>psa J.l.), and this 
directly follows from Updatep(l, J.l.) ~ Update(!, J.l.). 
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Now we prove Updatep(l,f..L) ~ ·Update(l,f..L). Let 
I' E Updatep(I, f..L). From Definition 1 and 4, it is 
easy to see that 6.(1, f..L) ~ 6.p(l, J.l.). Thus, 6.(!, f..L) ~ 
6-p(l,J.I.) ~I'. So I' E Update(l,J.I.). D 

Theorem 3 The persistence-based update operator 
<>psa satisfies Katsuno-Mendelzon's postulates (U1) -
(U4), (U6) and (U8). 

Proof. (U1) - (U4) and (U8) are directly follow from 
the definitions of persistent update Definition 1, 2 and 
3. Now we prove (U6). First we prove that if 1/J <>psa J.l.l 
implies J.1.2, then 1/J I= J.1.2 or {J.1.1 } U C I= J.1.2· 

Ignoring the trivial case, we assume that 1/J is consis-
tent. From Definition 2 and 3, we know that 

Models( 1/J <>psa J.l.l) = 
UsEModels(..P) Update(S,J.1.1) = 

UsEModels(..P) Models( {f..LI} U CU 6.(8, J.l.t))11
. 

Thus, if 'if; <>psa J.l.l implies J.1.2, we have {J.I.d U C U 
6.(S,J.1.1) I= f..L2 for any SE Models( 'if;). There are then 
three cases: (1) {f..LI}UC I= J.1.2; (2) CU6.(S,f..L1) I= J.1.2; 
or (3) {J.I.d U C U 6.(S, J.I.I) I= /1-2 where {J.I.I} U C ~ J.1.2 
and C u 6.(S, J.l.d ~ J.l.2· 

Case (1) is our result. Now we consider case (2). 
Since for any SE Models(,P) CU 6.(S,f..Ll) I= f..L2, also 
we know that S I= C and S I= 6.(S,J.1.1)12 , it follows 
that S I= f..L2 and hence 1/J I= f..L2· Now we show that 
case (3) will never occur. Suppose that case (3) holds, 
then we would have {f..Ld U C I= f..L2 V -,6.(8, f..Lt). Since 
C ~ f..L2 V -,6.(S, f..Ll), it follows that each f E 6.(S, f..Ld 
is indefinite, this is contradictions with the fact that 
for every f E 6.(S, f..LI) f is persistent. 

So far, we can prove (U6) by using the above result. 
From 1/J <>pas J.I.I I= f..L2 and 1/J <>pas f..L2 I= J.1.1, there are four 
cases: {J.!.I}UC I= J.1.2 and {f..L2}UC I= J.1.1; {f..LI}UC I= J.1.2 
and 1/J I= Ji.l; {J.I.2}UC I= J.1.1 and 1/J I= J.1.2; or 1/J I= f..L2 and 
1/J I= f..LI. For the first case, we have C I= f..Ll = f..L2, and 
then il(S,Ji.I) = 6.(S,f..L2) for each SE Models(,P), so 
1/J<>psaf..LI = 1/J<>psaf..L2 according to the definitions of per-
sistence update. Consider the second case, since 1/J I= 
J.l.l, 1/J <>psa J.l.l = 1/J. From 1/J I= J.l.l and 1/J I= C, it follows 
Models(,P) ~ Models({f..Ld U C), and hence 1/J I= f..L2 
from {JJ-I} U C I= f..L2· So 1/J <>psa J.l.l = 1/J <>psa J.1.2 = 1/J. 
The third case is similar to the second. Directly from 
the fourth case we have 1/J <>psa f..Ll = 1/J <>psa J.1.2 = 1/J. D 

Theorem 4 The following results hold. 

(U5') If 1/J <>psa f..L I= Ht/J but 1/J ~ tjl, then 
( 1/J <>psa J.l.) 1\ t/J implies 1/J <>psa (f..L 1\ tjJ). 
(U7') If 1/J <>psa f..Ll I= Hf..L2 (or 1/J <>psa f..L2 I= 
[ ...,]J.I.t), then ( 1/J <>psa J.I.I) 1\ ( 1/J <>psa f..L2) 

implies 1/J <>psa (f..Ll V f..L2). 

Proof. We first prove (U5'). Suppose 1/J is consistent. 
If 1/J <>psa J.1. I= ...,q,, then M odels((,P <>psa f..L) 1\ t/l) = 0, the 

11 For simplicity, here we treat {Jtd U C U D.(S, Jtl)) to be 
the conjunction of all elements of {Jtd U C U D.(S, ~td· 

12As before, here we take D.(S,Jt1 ) to be the conjunction 
of all elements of D.(S, Jtl). 
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result holds. Now suppose 'lj;<>psaf.l. f= ifJ. From the proof 
of (U6), 'lj; <>psa f.1. f= ifJ implies 'lj; f= ifJ or {f.J.} U C f= ifJ. 
Since 'lj; ~ ifJ, it must be the case that {f.J.} U C f= ifJ. 
That is C f= f.1. ::) ifJ. it hence follows C f= (f.J. 1\ ifJ) = f.1. 
and then 'lj; <>psa (f.J.I\ ifJ) = 'lj; <>psa f.J., which is implied by 
('lj; <>psa f.J.) 1\ 'lj;. 

We now prove (U7'). We consider the non-trivial 
case that 'lj; is consistent. If 'lj; <>psa f.1.1 f= -,f.1.2, then 
Models( ( 'lj; <>psa f.J.d 1\ ( 'lj; <>psa f.1.2)) = 0, the result holds. 
Suppose 'lj; <>psa l-"1 f= f.1.2, from the proof of (U6), we 
know.that 'lj; f= l-"2 or {1-"1} U C f= l-"2· From 'lj; f= l-"2 
and Definition 3, we have 'lj; <>psa 1-"2 = 'lj;, and also 
'lj; <>psa (1-"1 V l-"2) = 'lj;. Hence ('lj; <>psa l-"1) 1\ ('lj; <> l-"2) = 
('lj; <>psa l-"1) 1\ 'lj; = ('lj; <>psa 1-"1)1\ ('lj; <>psa (1-"1 V l-"2)), the 
result holds. Now suppose {f.J.I}UC f= l-"2· This follows 
that C f= 1-"1 ::) f.1.2, and also C f= l-"2 = (1-"1 V f.1.2)· Hence 
( 'lj;<>psa l-"1) 1\ ( 'lj; <>psa l-"2) = ( 'lj;<>psa l-"1) 1\ ( 'lj; <>psa (1-"1 V 1-"2)), 
which implies 'lj; <>psa (1-"1 V f.1.2)· 0 

Theorem 5 <>psa satisfies the AGM revision postulates 
(RI) and (R4), but violates (R2), (R3), (R5) and (R6). 

Proof. The satisfaction of (RI) and (R4) by <>psa di-
rectly follows from the definitions of persistent update. 
It is easy to show that <>psa violates (R2), (R3) and 
(R5). <>psa does not satisfy (R2) obviously. For (R3), 
suppose 'lj; is inconsistent, then 'lj; <>psa f.1. = 'lj;, that is 
inconsistent. (R5) is the same as (U5), and we have 
shown that <>psa violates it. 

Now we show that <>psa violates (R6) too. We only 
need to give one example to show the case. Let us con-
sider Example I presented previously once again. As 
described before, the persistent set with respect to f.1. 
andf.J./\ifJaret:..(J,f.J.) = {a,d}andt:..(l,f.J.I\ifJ) = {a,c,e} 
respectively. It is easy to see that Jl = {a, b, c, -,d, e, f} 
is a possible state resulting from updating 'lj; with f.J.I\ ifJ 
such that I' E Update(I,f.J.I\ifJ), but I' lf. Update(I,f.J.)n 
Models(ifJ) since d is persistent with respect to I" while 
it is indefinitely affected by f.J.I\ ifJ. Hence 'lj; <>psa (J.t 1\ ifJ) 
does not imply ('lj; <>psa J.t) 1\ ifJ. 0 

Theorem 6 Let tf; be a knowledge base, I" a formula. 
The following results hold. 

1. If (i) both 'lj; and f.1. are satisfiable, (ii) 'lj; is incon-
sistent with f.J., (iii) there is no constraints, and (iv) 
f.1. = a1 1\ · · · 1\ an , where a1, · · ·, an are proposi-
tionalliterals, then 'lj; <'>d f.1. = 'lj; <>psa f.J.. 

2. If (i) both 'lj; and f.1. are satisfiable, (ii) 'lj; is incon-
sistent with f.J., (iii) there is no constraints, and (iv) 
f.1. = a1 V·· ·Van,where a1, ···,an are propositional 
literals, then 'lj; <'>d J.t f= 'lj; <>psa f.l.· 

Proof. 1. We need to prove that Models('lj; <>d f.J.) = 
M odels(t/;<>psa J.t). According to Dalal's update seman-
tics, for any m E Models('lj; <'>d f.J.), there exists some 
model I of 'lj;, such that 
m E { S I S and I differ minimally on the number of 
propositionalletters such that S satisfies f.J., where S is 
an interpretation } . 
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For the PSA, on the other hand, since 'lj; is in-
consistent with f.J., there is no constraints, and I" = 
a1 1\ · · · 1\ an, according to Definition I, the persistent 
set t:..(I, p) of I with respect to I" is the maximal subset 
of I such that only those literals in { a1, · · ·, an} which 
do not occur in I are omitted from t:..(I,p). Thus, 
Update( I, J.t) = {S I S and I differ minimally on the 
number of propositionalletters such that S satisfies fJ}. 
That is, m E Update(l,f.J.). So, Models('lj; <>d 
p) ~ Models('lj; <>psa p). Similarly, we can prove 
Models('lj; <>psa p) ~ Models('lj; <>d p). 

2. The proof is similar to the above. o 
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